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Abstract

This project has focused on documenting the marble floor on the second story of the 

International Conservation Center- Citta' di Roma (ICC). It has been held as the first step 

within the required conservation procedure. Using the 3-d software Google Sketchup, the 

documentation includes:

A map of the floor materials 

A map of pathologies and damages

The documentation is based purely on observation, and the conclusion recognizes the 

historical repairs of the floor and the history of the building.
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Material Map of the Floor
This is a materials map of the floor, as it is current as of this paper.

Marble█, Terazzo█, Schist█, Missing Pieces █

⬆



Marble
Marble covers a large section of the floor. The large square pieces, and most of the small square pieces are made of tile. It is gray tile. 

The large marble tile has a pattern of deterioration that is characterized by cracks. Cracks in the marble are drawn with red lines.

⬆



Schist
The schist tiles have a pattern of deterioration that is characterized by erosion. The top face of their surfaces flakes off, and this causes 

the surfaces to dip. It is the inherent vice of the material, as schist is a metamorphic rock, made of layers squished on top of other layers. 

Some areas of schist are more problematic than others, and only the more problematic schist is indicated on the map by yellow.

⬆



Terazzo
 Terazzo is a concrete infill, placed on top of eroded schist. Terazzo's surface deteriorates by showing lacunae, and the deckling/flaking

edges. It is a problems that the material exhibits throughout the floor in general. Particularly problematic pieces of terazzo are delineated 

through the map in purple. There appear to be different kinds of terazzo throughout the floor.

⬆









Conclusion and Recommendations

This document presents layers of materials that are part of the ICC building's heritage. Close examination enables an understanding 

that an important feature of the floor is the mosaic of materials it is made of; a kind of homage to floor repairs. Recognized as a specific

aesthetic value in Grade 1 Buildings in Akko and connected directly to the development of the building, it is recommended to leave the 

floor intact. Recommendations based on this documentation require a full intervention. These should include:

Basic cleaning

Removal of bird droppings and paint, to reveal original appearance of floor surfaces.

Filling in cracks between the marble. Filling in lacunae in the surface of the terazzo.

Exchange of deteriorating schist for new schist, as needed.

Exchanging deteriorated marble as needed.

Reusing original materials when best possible.

Application of a protective coating, to stop or slow the deterioration of the existing schist.

Installation of screens on windows, to prevent birds from flying in.

Regular maintenance in the future should be sensitive to marble's natural weakness against acid.

Regular maintenance should also be careful not to scratch off the surfaces of schist.

Future building changes should consider the value of the floor in its existing condition.


